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The Mediterranean Millionaire’s Reluctant Mistress Spanish millionaire Alejandro always gets what he wants. And what he wants
is custody of his son. But he didn’t count on the boy’s guardian, Brynne, being such a feisty, passionate – and beautiful –
woman... Now he’s taking his battle to the bedroom!
Cesare Saracino is bent on revenge! He doesn't realize that the woman he forces back to Italy is not the thief, but her identical
twin, Milly Lee. With Cesare watching her every move, the usually mousy Milly struggles to masquerade as her sexy twin. And
when desire unexpectedly flares between them, Milly is powerless to refuse Cesare's advances. Will the truth come out in the heat
of passion?
Never A Bride by Diana Hamilton released on Sep 22, 1995 is available now for purchase.
Four years ago, Sophie loved Nikos Kazandros with all her heart. What she didn't know was that Nikos would take her virginity and
then move on…. Now, not knowing where to turn for money, Sophie has taken a job she wouldn't normally have considered. But on
her very first night things go disastrously wrong when she bumps into…Nikos. He's outraged to see how she's earning a living and
knows he needs to stop her immediately. But the only way to do that is to keep her close and pay for her time….
THE SPANIARD'S VIRGIN HOUSEKEEPER
A Spanish Marriage
The Spaniard's Virgin Housekeeper (Mills & Boon Modern)
THE KOUVARIS MARRIAGE
His Mistress's Secret
Emily Lawton never expected to see him again. But Vito Corsentino has tracked her down and he wants Emily. This time he'll take her, and he'll
be the one to leave when it's over! But Emily has one last secret for Vito—. She's having his baby, and if he finds out he'll want more than
revenge!
She'd meant to have a baby for her sister, but an IVF clinic mix-up means party planner Sheridan Sloane is now carrying the heir of Rashid alHassan, the desert king of Kyr!
Her husband, who was thought to have died five years earlier, is still alive! Eden had never quite fit in with his famous family and she didn’t assert
herself with him either—their marriage had been on the rocks. To make matters worse, after her husband’s disappearance a fake article about
Eden having an affair appeared in a tabloid. Now they’ve been reunited and her husband is happy, but can their happiness last?
Italian millionaire Rafaello di Viscenti vows to marry the first woman he sees — who just happens to be Magda! She’s been desperately trying to
make ends meet by cleaning Rafaello’s house. His proposal of marriage comes with a large financial reward — all she has to do is spend six
months as Rafaello’s wife in name only. But though Rafaello hadn’t planned on sleeping with his new wife...he can’t resist her! Mills & Boon
Modern — Seduction, glamour and sinfully seductive heroes await you in luxurious international locations.
THE ITALIAN BOSS'S MISTRESS OF REVENGE
The Italian's Token Wife
The Italian's Price
Doukakis's Apprentice
The Italian's Christmas Child

Sweet SinnerHarlequin
Isabel rescues Miguel, who has collapsed in the street, and ends up becoming the elderly
scholar’s caregiver and housekeeper. But one day, they’re visited by a handsome young
man. With scorn-filled eyes he asks Isabel, “How much will it take to get you to leave
this house?” The man is none other than Miguel’s nephew, Cayo. Isabel wonders why, if
he’s so well-off, he hasn’t saved his uncle from his austere lifestyle. Why is he trying
to drive her out?
Innocent maid – taken by the billionaire!
A Christmas consequence Italian tycoon Vito Zaffari is waiting out the festive season
while a family scandal fades from the press. So he's come to his friend's snow-covered
English country cottage, determined to shut out the world. Until a beautiful bombshell
dressed as Santa literally crashes into his Christmas! Innocent Holly Cleaver sneaks
under Vito's defenses—he wants her like no other before and decides he must have her.
When Vito finds her gone the next day, he's sure she'll be easy to forget…until he
discovers that their one night of passion has a shocking Christmas consequence!
His Convenient Wife (Mills & Boon Modern) (Italian Husbands, Book 2)
The Business Arrangement
The Italian Millionaire's Virgin Wife
The Italian's Marriage Demand
The Awful Truth
Cesare Andriotti was powerful, rich, sexy—and always got what he wanted. Beautiful Bianca Jay was no exception, and though she hadn't been
easy to win, he had finally made her his mistress. But Cesare realised he didn't know her—didn't know what made her tick, what went on behind
those hypnotically sensual amber eyes. She intrigued him so much he found himself proposing—only to be turned down! And that determined him
to make the elusive Bianca completely his—mind, body and soul….
The old hotel Mackenzi works at will be closing. As the manager, she wants to protect her fellow coworkers, who are like family, and she worries
about whether or not she can convince the new owner to preserve the hotel. While getting his suite ready, she falls asleep, exhausted. So Dante
arrives to find a charming woman in his bed. Is this the present he was told about? Are the hotel’s employees trying to butter up to him by hiring
a high-class prostitute? They spend a sweet night together, but the next morning, Dante realizes that she’s the hotel manager. He agrees to rethink
closing the hotel…if she becomes his mistress!
This book analyses male violence against women and children, and the mechanisms society develops to push it out of sight.
When Maddie meets the gorgeous Greek shipping magnate Dimitri at a party, they fall passionately in love. He follows Maddie back to England
and proposes, and they are wed one week later. Even though the sudden engagement makes her head spin, Maddie cannot believe her luck.?
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Her?happiness is short-lived, however. Dimitri’s beautiful childhood friend is waiting for her at?the mansion in Athens, and she tells Maddie,
“The one he’s really in love with is me. You’re just my substitute because I can’t have children, and all he wants from you is an heir."
The Spaniard's Woman
GAMES FOR SOPHISTICATES
Mills & Boon Comics
LEGACY OF SHAME
Mercy Howard's childhood was sheltered, and her job as housekeeper to sexy Italian businessman Andreo Pascali makes
her realize that she needs a makeover! A new haircut and some clothes later, Andreo discovers his housekeeper is no
longer a mouse — but a fox! He wants to add mistress to Mercy's list of duties, but she's not going to settle for a no-strings
affair.…
Wanted: willing apprentice to handle incorrigible, womanizing (but incredibly sexy) tycoon… Damon Doukakis has just fired
his latest assistant. This ruthlessly driven billionaire has such devastating good-looks that he proves impossible to resist. So
much so that secretary after secretary has lost her head…then her heart…and then her job! Polly Prince is determined to
make a lasting success of her new position…even if it does end up being far more compromising than she could ever have
imagined! Because it’s not long before Damon has whisked her off to help broker an all-important deal in Paris—where she
learns that her workaholic boss can put pleasure before business…
The Spaniard's virgin Sebastian Garcia is shaken by the overwhelming attraction he feels for Rosie Lambert. Maybe it's
because she seems innocent and trustworthy, so unlike the many fortune hunters who've pursued him before? Soon
Sebastian makes Rosie his woman. So how can Rosie tell him the real reason for her sudden appearance in his life, when it
could destroy his faith in her? And she may be pregnant with his child…
She's young, innocent and rich... Catarina Mendes, at twenty-one, is finally a free and independent woman. However, it's
freedom at a price.... Bound to a stranger... Jake Ramirez has become guardian to Cat. He must protect her from
unscrupulous men and find her a husband. By her most precious gift! Jake is overwhelmed by Cat's beauty, but she's still a
virgin. Can he resist bedding her--before he finds her a suitable husband...?
Mistress to the Mediterranean Male: The Mediterranean Millionaire's Reluctant Mistress / The Mediterranean Billionaire's
Secret Baby / Mediterranean Boss, Convenient Mistress (Mills & Boon By Request)
A Deafening Silence
His Convenient Wife
DAMIANO'S RETURN
The Sicilian's Red-Hot Revenge
She rejected him once... Italian millionaire Angelo Falcone always got his way. But when he suggested to stunning model Francesca Hayley that they
make their affair permanent, she turned him down-for reasons she couldn't tell Angelo.... Now he'll make her pay! Three years later, the anger still
rankles. Now Francesca is in Angelo's power-and in his bed. And this time Angelo won't let her go... especially when he discovers she's pregnant with
his child!
In order to seduce him, I have to become a femme fatale… Keira was shocked by her brother's request. He wanted her to seduce the famous playboy,
Fraser McGill. He said that his wife was having an affair with Fraser, and he wanted her to trap him at the next party. Keira reluctantly agreed, but the
day of the party came and she was not too keen on the idea. As soon as she met him, she felt a shock as if she had been struck by lightning. Fraser's
hot, burning gaze made her heart race. She told herself it's just her imagination, but...?
James Carter's proposal of marriage was a surprise to Matilda Trent. Nevertheless, Mattie loved James, and she accepted - intending to prove she could
be more to him than just a convenient wife.
Cat is furious when her grandfather insists she consider a marriage of convenience to wealthy Italian businessman Aldo Patrucco. But then it's love at
first sight for Cat and lust at first sight for Aldo–so the wedding is on!
At the Italian's Command
Harlequin Comics
Her Private Treasure
Never a Bride
Claiming His Wife
Ewan Sinclair just wanted the truth, and although Tiree refused to tell him anything, he found he was
attracted to her! Ewan Sinclair, the solid, respectable doctor, and Tiree, wild and rebellious,were
complete opposites—and yet their fiery passion could not be ignored…. Can Tiree overcome the secrets of
the past and find lasting love with Ewan?
Anna runs a catering business while pregnant to support her family after her father was a failure in his
business. She freezes at a client’s party when she finds the man who is the last person in the world she
wants to see. “Why is the cruel devil Francesco here?” He is the father of her baby. They met and
captivated each other in Italy on vacation. But all of a sudden, he left her with cruel words! Francesco
turns his hateful eyes toward Anna. “How could he look at me like this after everything that happened?”
Javier has married Zoe purely to protect the young heiress from male predators who are tempted by her
money and her beauty. But as their paper marriage continues, Javier finds it increasingly hard to resist
his wife….
From the moment she first met Carlo, the son of a distinguished Italian family, the young Venetia was
convinced: “This man is the one I’m destined for!” However, a small misunderstanding cruelly crushed
those hopes. Then, six years later, at her father’s funeral, she meets Carlo again…and can’t believe her
ears. He wants to marry her to save her father’s failing company? But he thinks she's promiscuous, and
has nothing but scorn for her…
Carrying the Sheikh's Heir
An Emotional and Sensual Romance
The Christmas Child (Mills & Boon Modern) (Christmas, Book 23)
A Secret Baby Romance
Hidden Violence Against Women and Children
He has every reason to hate her... Millionaire Italian Ettore Severini was ready to marry--until he
learned that Sophie Lang's innocent sensuality disguised a petty thief! No reason to trust her... When
Ettore saw Sophie again, she was living in desperate poverty--with a baby. She denied the child was
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Ettore's--but then she denied the theft, too.... And the best reason to marry her! Ettore had never
forgotten her. Now marriage would bring him his son...revenge...and Sophie, at his mercy!
Poetry. LGBTQIA Studies. Women's Studies. In this book, Diana Hamilton extends her previous explorations
of ethics and techniques of self-control (OKAY, OKAY and Some Shit Advice) onto the fraught terrain of
authorship and selfhood: in two long pieces, THE AWFUL TRUTH draws with wry seriousness on
psychoanalytic theory, film criticism, memoir, and self-help literature to interrogate contemporary
bromides drawn from philosophy, online forums, CBT, and Women's Health alike. Part homage to influences
like Bernadette Mayer, part restless meditation on love and identity, "Write in Your Sleep" is a verse
'annotated bibliography' in which the narrator ardently catalogs her dreams in an attempt to discover a
link between life and art that dodges both. In the second piece, a novella titled "Fear and Trembling,"
a woman who styles herself a therapeutic innovator forces her friends to re-enact Hollywood classics,
only to be rebuffed by one friend's adaptation of Kierkegaard as paranoiac sci-fi erotica centered
around a Bartleby-esque refusal to perform free emotional labor. With a keen sense of both the
consolations and the limits of the various genres that animate her work, Hamilton surveys the semiotic
scramble of 21st-century subjectivity--obsessions with health and productivity, privacy and
commodification--and lays bare the masochism implicit in moralistic imperatives to improve ourselves and
to capitalize (literally) on our repressions. "We need, they say, 'a machine for fighting anxiety' that
would allow us to act out of desire rather than fear. Hamilton's book is a utopia of sharing and
listening that exceeds social norms--that reorients our fears about the world into desire for our
friends and for our lovers and for a better world for us all."--Marie Buck
Malina Blair went from rising-star FBI agent to… er…cold-case officer in the backwoods of South
Carolina—not exactly a hotbed of action. But when a smuggling investigation leads her to tranquil
Palmer's Island, Malina inadvertently discovers one of the region's best-kept secrets: sexy, gorgeous
attorney Carr Hamilton. But even as their chemistry goes from fizzy to red-hot and explosive, Malina
wonders if maybe she isn't getting in over her head. After all, she's just visiting—and the island's
main attraction is also her prime suspect!
9 to 5 MEMO Private & Confidential To: Mr. Cade From: Zoe Kilgerran, your employee I find this difficult
to say and don't know where to start, so I'll take a deep breath and begin! I'm afraid you've formed the
worst possible impression of me and even branded me a heartless tramp with no morals. Your opinion means
so much to me. Can I ever convince you that you are so wrong? Perhaps we could meet and talk it
through….
Sweet Sinner
The Italian's Pregnant Mistress
The Mediterranean Billionaire's Secret Baby
THE MEDITERRANEAN MILLIONAIRE'S RELUCTANT MISTRESS
Savage Obsession

Jo Marie first met Andrew, her dream man, in the crush of a Mardi Gras parade. But by Christmas, he was introduced to her as someone
else's fiancé. Yet Jo Marie noticed that Andrew and his intended didn't always act like a loving couple. In fact, in the whirl of Christmas
parties and festivities they constantly seemed to be changing partners. During one dance Jo Marie even found herself in Andrew's arms,
sharing a tender moment. Had she gone crazy? In the harsh light of reality, her dream man was going to marry another woman. Or was he?
The confusion had to end - it was a lonely game that just wasn't in the spirit of the Christmas season!
Husband and Wife…In Name Only! Ben Claremont made it quite clear that he was the only man in the world who didn't lust after
Honey's body…but he asked her to marry him anyway! Honey wasn't in love with him, but accepted his offer in order to get herself out of
a difficult situation…. Separate rooms would suit her just fine! But what on earth had Honey got herself into? It soon became obvious that
Ben had deceived her about his reasons for proposing marriage to her. What was he up to, and were their wedding vows really based on a
lie?
Overwhelmed by her sexy, brand-new Spanish husband, Cassie had let anxiety and inexperience ruin first her wedding night, then her
marriage to Roman Fernandez. Now, after a year apart, Cassie has gained self-confidence. But her brother's in serious trouble with Roman,
and Cassie returns to Spain to confront him. She soon realizes with a shiver of...excitement?...that her husband has every intention of
claiming his wife and testing her newfound confidence—in the bedroom....
The Mediterranean Billionaire's Secret Baby Diana Hamilton Italian billionaire Francesco Mastroianni was captivated by the beauty and
innocence of Anna, and intrigued by the fact that she didn't seem to know about his fame or his wealth. But their passionate affair was cut
short when Anna's father attempted to blackmail Francesco into marrying his daughter. Seven months later, Francesco is shocked to see
Anna again–she's struggling to make ends meet and she looks pregnant! If she's carrying his child–the Mastroianni heir–that can mean
only one course of action: he will marry her!
The Italian's Trophy Mistress
THE MEDITERRANEAN BILLIONAIRE'S SECRET BABY
Christmas Masquerade
His Penniless Beauty
Separate Rooms
HE'S NEGOTIATED HER SERVICES FOR TWO WEEKS! Amy has known—and been in love with—Hugh Balfour for as long as she can
remember. Her strategy has been to avoid him at all costs. But now Hugh needs Amy's help—he needs a secretary and only Amy will do!
BUT ARE HIS TERMS STRICTLY BUSINESS? With a bit of a makeover—courtesy of Hugh's generous allowance—Amy is the epitome of a
cool, calm professional, at least on the surface. But what Hugh didn't tell her is he expects twenty-four-hour attention from his
secretary—especially as he's now looking at his old friend in a very different light….
After her brother and his wife passed away, Brynne worked so hard to take care of her orphaned little nephew, Michael. When a Spanish
millionaire, Alejandro, suddenly shows up, arrogantly claiming custody as Michael’s real father, Michael is taken away from Brynne. Even
though Brynne can’t forgive Alejandro, she chooses to stay in his mansion as Michael’s companion. Even though Alejandro is the
scoundrel who dumped her sister-in-law, Brynne can’t help but feel his magnetism. Will she be able to do what’s best for Michael and still
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protect her heart and her innocence? Can Alejandro be the man Michael and Brynne need him to be?
The Disobedient Virgin
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